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The very last time you are likely to see a trolleybus
in central Wellington. On 29 August 2020, 369
achieved notoriety by being the very last of the
Designlines to leave Kilbirnie depot. It was taken
through the city streets for one last brief layover
at the Interchange. It is seen passing the Cenotaph
in Lambton Quay and approaching the
Interchange.
Photo: Jayden Hooper.

Thanks to this month’s contributors; Phil Waters,
D.L.A. Turner, Allan Steele, Peter Coventry,
Wayne Duncan, Graeme Bennett, Paul Nicholson,
Jamie Barrow, Wayne Henry, Michael Jarka, Tom
Douce, Anaru Mitchell, Jayden Hooper and all
those who provided feedback.
Thanks also to Mike Mellor for checking the text.

Work on upgrading the trolleybus overhead at Ferrymead Heritage Park continues to progress. Alan Roi
reports: “As part of the complete upgrade and overhaul of the overhead lines, we removed the wiring
from the depot out to the main line in order to make the rebuilding of the main line easier. We have since
put that depot connection back. It still needs a final adjust and tension, which will happen soon.
Sometimes the progress is in small steps, but there is progress.”
After 102 days without any community transmission of Covid-19, New Zealand’s run
of luck ran out on 12 August when new community transmitted cases emerged in
Auckland. This resulted in the Government ordering a return to Level 2 restrictions
for all the country other than Auckland where a higher Level 3 was imposed. With
regard to the use of public transport it means the re-introduction of physical
distancing for local travel. Having seen all the warning stickers removed from buses
and trains it looks likely that they could well be reintroduced if the situation
continues or deteriorates. Meanwhile many bus drivers (as well as their passengers) have been taking to wearing
masks. From 31 August, the wearing of masks on public transport became mandatory with everyone aged 12 and over
required to wear them. Those who fail to comply face a $300 infringement fee or a $1000 court fine.
Over at Kilbirnie depot the trolleybuses continued to depart. The last
examples were gone by the 29 August. Trolleybus owner, Wayne Henry
took this view of 349 (right) which he says was delivered to Hauraki Homes for the Homeless
and will eventual house a family of five. Another photo of this bus, working as intended, can be
seen on page 19.
In the July 2020 edition mention was made of the decision by the Omnibus Society to scrap
B.U.T.s 83, 90, 101 and Volvo 268. Since then there is some good news; the proposal has been
reconsidered and the trolleybuses will be retained for now with a view to disposing rather than
scrapping.
While the world’s bus operators clamour for battery-powered vehicles, the popularity for
trolleybuses continues in a number of cities. Last month we reported on new trolleybuses for
Mexico City and Milan. A good source of information on both e-buses and trolleybuses can be
found at the Sustainable Bus website. For those with a wider, world interest visit:
https://www.sustainable-bus.com/category/trolley-and-tramway/ If you are interested you
can sign up to receive their free weekly newsletter.
On page 21 of last month’s issue an outdated Airport Flyer sign was featured. The inaccurate signage, dotted around the
appropriate bus stops, was referred to NZ Bus and Metlink. The outdated signs have now been replaced but the new
information is very minimal, as with the bus service. Only having access to the internet will give intending passengers any
information as to when their next bus might arrive as there is still no link between the bus and the real time information
signs at bus stops.
In an unannounced move, 369 was returned to the Interchange one last time on 29 August. The sentimental journey
became the final “hurrah” for the trolleybus and brought down the curtain on the Designlines. The bus was the last to
leave Kilbirnie depot through the trolleybus exit door while 337 ended up being the
last bus inside awaiting a lift at the front to be towed unceremoniously away. It is said
to be destined for a new life in Tauranga. There are lots more coverage of the final
days on pages 33-39, plus there will be more photos of the last days, including the
transfer of the “Karori Four” next month.
Photos: Jayden Hooper.

Incidentally,
this
edition
marks seven years of
publication of UTW with
eighty-two editions of the
magazine plus four “specials”.
Unless otherwise stated, the
photos are mine.
Enjoy your read.

Front Cover: Our featured trolleybus this month is 359 which entered service early in 2009. On 12 April 2011, 359 was being used for driver
training and photographed at the Miramar terminus at the north end of Darlington Road. 359 continued in work until the last day of trolleybus
operation in Wellington on 31 October 2017.
Please Note: Under the Wires contains facts, views, opinions, statements and other content and links to external websites. Reasonable efforts are made to include accurate and current information but the Editor
makes no warranties or representations as to the accuracy, value or safety of the published items. No liability or responsibility can be taken for errors or omissions.
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MORE MEMORIES OF DUNEDIN
One of the regular comments received from readers is their liking for photos from yesteryear. Thanks to the foresight of
readers such as Graeme Bennett who recorded images of trolleybuses in action around the country, we can now enjoy
photographs from those far-off days. This month we re-visit Dunedin.
Left: Dunedin once had a fleet of seventy-nine B.U.T. trolleybuses,
built by Leyland Motors. They fell into two groups, 1-55 with
bodywork by New Zealand Motor Bodies introduced between 1950
and 1956 and 56-79 bodied by Dunedin City Transport and into
service between 1952 and 1962. This photograph depicts one of the
earlier types, 25, into service in 1953, in McBride Street depot and
advertising wood, coal, coke and kerosene for A.J. Allen Ltd.

Right: En route to Opoho is 58 – also introduced in 1953 and one
of the DCT-bodied vehicles. It is pictured in Andersons Bay Road
travelling towards the city.

Left: Another view of McBride Street depot with 39, in Tiger Tea livery
and transporting a push chair on the front, passing 33 parked by the
depot forecourt. 39 is on route 5 and heading for Shiel Hill.

Right: Back inside the depot we find 2, one of the oldest
trolleybuses in the Dunedin fleet and advertising Dickies Towels. 2
went into service in 1950 before being withdrawn in 1968. In the
background is 22.

Left: 43 and 62 are parked in Melville Street
behind the Melville Street depot. Dunedin
City Transport certainly went in for
advertising on their buses in a big way and in
this view 43 is promoting Tele-Hire rental TVs
while 62 puts in a plug for Atlantic Oil
products. This photo clearly shows the two
styles of bodies that D.C.T. used; 1-55 bodied
by NZMB and 56-79 by D.C.T. 43 was
eventually saved by the Foxton Trolleybus
Museum.

Photos: Graeme Bennett.
Thanks to Henry Brittain for scanning
the negatives and Allan Steel for
location information.
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DINING UNDER THE WIRES – ON A TRAM
Trams were created for riding on, getting from A to B. When trams finished in Wellington in 1964 I doubt if anyone had
ever considered that people should have a meal on them. Whatever next! However, times change, as well as dining
habits and over the years the entrepreneurial efforts of those who can see past the bricks and mortar of a restaurant led
to the chance to dine on the move. The idea could never be
developed in Wellington (not even using trolleybuses) as all the
infrastructure was hastily removed, however, the accolade for
the most famous moving restaurants in the southern
hemisphere must surely go to The Colonial Tramcar Restaurant,
that operated using a converted fleet of three vintage W class
trams in Melbourne, Australia.
Right: In September 2004, 939, 937 and 446 in a line up while taking diners around
the Melbourne network. Photo: Phil Waters.

The Colonial Tramcar Restaurant Company Limited was formed in 1981
to operate restaurant trams, with 1927 W2 class tram number 442
acquired for conversion after 55 years of Melbourne & Metropolitan
Tramways Board service. Conversion work commenced in 1982 at
Preston Workshops, with the drop centre floor raised to give a level
floor throughout, and a single entry door provided on one side of the
tram. Two saloons were provided either side of a central kitchen and
washroom, one saloon seating 12 while the other seats 24 patrons. It
was based at the Melbourne & Metropolitan Tramways Board South
Melbourne depot. The service started on 2 November 1982 with the single tram. Two 1948 SW6 class trams, 937 and 939, were later
added to the fleet in October 1992 and February 1995 respectively. In 2006, 442 was retired and replaced with a third SW6 class tram
938. In 2011, 937 and 939 were withdrawn from service and replaced with 935 and 964. All have distinctive burgundy livery, and can
seat 36 passengers each. The Colonial Tramcar Restaurant won many awards, but on 19 October 2018, Yarra Trams announced that the
restaurant trams had been withdrawn from service and were no longer allowed to operate on the network due to safety
considerations. At the same time, Yarra Trams said it was working with the restaurant operator to enable a "stationary dining
experience" to continue. Sadly, this amazing experience, which ran
several times a day, is now closed. Had the trams still been running,
Covid-19 would have taken its toll, particularly with the wave of
infections currently sweeping the state of Victoria. It will be
interesting to see if the tramcars manage to resume business.
Left: W2 class 442, built in 1927 ran as a restaurant car from 1982 until 2006 –
a total of 79 years of service. Photo: Phil Waters.

Right: The World’s first
travelling
tramcar
restaurant – promotional
leaflet.

Left: The menu at the time
of Phil Waters’ visit in 2004.
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Left: Melbourne remains as
one of the great tramway
centres of the world and the
Colonial Tramcar Restaurant
was a “must do” for visitors to
the city. Having operated for
nearly forty years it came as a
surprise to see the “meals on
wheels” experience closed. This photograph was taken in 2011
during one of our repeat visits to the experience.
Photo: Alan Wickens.

Right: The boarding spot at Normanby Road, with
the crowds waiting to board the three restaurant
trams, on this occasion in 2009 led by 937. The
dining experience, as can be imagined, was very
popular with bookings essential.
Photo: Alan Wickens.

Left: 937 (with 939 behind) and 938 at
Southbank depot in October 2011.
Photo: Alan Wickens.

Above right: 937 near St Kilda beach on one of its lunch-on-the-move experiences in March 2009. Photo: Alan Wickens.

Left: Steak, cooked to perfection. What a way to travel AND dine! Meanwhile a similar
experience (though not as extensive as Melbourne) can be had on the restaurant tram
operating in Christchurch. More on this next month. Photos: Alan Wickens.
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MORE TRAM MEMORIES FROM D.L.A. TURNER
The number 11 route in Wellington was the last full-time public transport street tramway route in New Zealand. It ran from
Newtown Park Zoo, via Wallace and Cuba Street through the CBD, past the Wellington Railway Station to Thorndon. The
otherwise twin-tracked route featured two lengths of single track, one in Wallace Street and the other in Hopper Street.

Above: Fiducia 236 was running down the single-track section in Wallace Street approaching the top of Taranaki Street. On this warm
autumn afternoon in April 1964, the double doors at both ends of the tram had been left open to encourage a draught of cooling air
through the single saloon. The youngsters standing on the rear steps were waiting to alight at their approaching stop, a common practice
then, but that in today’s world would be considered inherently unsafe.
Below: Fiducia 239 traversing the single track portion of the route in Hopper Street approaching the double-tracked turn into Webb Street.
239 is preserved at the Wellington Tramway Museum in Queen Elizabeth Park on the Kapiti Coast.
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A FOCUS ON 359 - LOOKING BACK AT ITS LIFE, YEAR BY YEAR
The on-going series about the Designline fleet - this month we remember 359.

Right: Our journey begins in Lambton Quay on 4 March 2009
as 359 comes to a stop near Cable Car Lane. Eleven years on as
might be expected this scene has changed very little other
than for the removal of the overhead and some of the shops
changing hands.

Left: While Manners Street was under redevelopment as a bus route in
the latter part of 2010, bus services were diverted and this necessitated
some off normal route running. Outbound buses travelling to Newtown
Park or Seatoun for instance ran along Wakefield Street and turned
right into lower Taranaki Street where the poles were dropped.
Trolleybuses on those routes then ran under battery power across the
Manners Street/Courtenay Place intersection and for a short distance
along Taranaki Street where they were re-poled to continue on their
journey. A group of temporary workers were engaged for the de-poling
and re-poling activity at several places in the CBD. On Thursday 25
November 2010, 359 is in the process of having its poles reconnected
so it can continue its run to Newtown Park. This was the last but one
day of diversions and this associated activity.

Right: 359 running on battery power along Hunter Street on 7
November 2011 during a trip from Karori Park to Lyall Bay on route
3. The reason for the battery power rather than drawing the juice
from the overhead was not recorded.

Left: The Designline fleet managed to run for
several years without having advertising attached
but their luck ran out in 2012. On 21 September,
359 was photographed leaving Rongotai Road in
Kilbirnie and turning right into Crawford Road as
it continued its journey from Seatoun to the
Railway Station on route 11. The small
advertisement was for Pierre Cardin. In the
background one of the Airport Flyer fleet waits to
turn into Bay Road on its journey to Queensgate.
Similarly, little has changed here over the years
other than the removal of the overhead.
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Right: On 29 January 2013,
advertising had arrived with a
vengeance!
359
had been
plastered with a large ad for the
ANZ Bank. The trolleybus is
pictured passing the Cenotaph and
Beehive with a returning route 9
service from Aro Street and is
about to arrive at the Interchange.
A parking warden wanders past
the scene but there are no cars
about for him to ticket.

Left: Large-scale moving billboards were popular with
advertisers (and Go Wellington for the revenue it
generated!) as witnessed here with 359 now wearing a
message for The Edge TV. The trolleybus had just turned
right out of Darlington Road into Rotherham Terrace,
Miramar on 19 May 2014 while on a returning trip to
the Railway Station on route 2.

Right: With the old Bank of New Zealand building as the backdrop, 359 accelerates
away from the Manners Street stop
while en route to Island Bay on route 1.
The advertisement on its side is to
entice Wellingtonians to visit Brisbane,
a place that is currently pretty much
out of bounds during the Covid-19
pandemic. 25 November 2015. Burger
King no longer has a presence in the old
BNZ building.

Left: 359 heads north along Lambton Quay on 21 October 2016 and is about to negotiate
the switch which separated the route – route 3 trolleybuses to Karori taking the outer set
of wires with all others continuing ahead. This view gives a good impression of the roof
area with the batteries seen on either side. A number of the trolleybuses are being
disposed of without all these roof covers and panels for some unknown reason.
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Left: And so we reach the final year of
operation for 359. On 19 April 2017 it was
used to advertise The Lego Batman movie
and is seen in Lambton Quay by Cable Car
Lane working empty to the Interchange to
begin a shift.

Right: With just weeks left to
work, 359 passes some of the
newly arrived replacement buses
transferred from Auckland to fill
the void once the trolleybuses
were withdrawn. The scene is the
very familiar Kilbirnie depot in
Onepu Road. 359 is about to pass
the switch that is used for trolleys
to enter the south end of the
depot.

Left: On the very last day of operation, 31 October 2017, 359 is approaching the
Interchange with a duty from Seatoun. A few more runs and its useful life of only 8½
years would be over.

Right: The rest of the story is well–known; most of the
trolleybus fleet then languished inside Kilbirnie depot for a
further three years until disposal beckoned. This view was
taken on 23 September 2019.
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE MEDIA
Where you can catch up with what has been in the news and who has been saying what...

Buses upgrade programme brings fleet in line with
Metlink standards for customers
Over the next six months NZ Bus will be upgrading 34 of its buses to give customers a more
consistent experience across the network by bringing them in line with the Metlink brand
and internal layout standards. Metlink General Manager, Scott Gallacher says discussions
with NZ Bus have focused on the most optimal way to upgrade the buses without losing any
capacity on routes. “Initially, there will be one bus taken out of service to develop a proof of
concept for the upgrade work programme. From there on five buses will be in the upgrade
programme at a time through to the completion of the programme, at the end of February 2021,” says Mr Gallacher. Each bus takes
approximately four weeks to complete and while these upgrades take place Metlink customers will see
a number of interim single-door buses, previously used for the Airport Flyer, out and about on the
network. These interim buses will have some Metlink branding applied to them and customers will still
be able to use Snapper for on-board payment and track the buses on Real Time Information boards at
stops and on the Metlink website and app. “We will continue to work closely with NZ Bus to get the
upgraded buses back on the road as they are completed and to ensure the replacement buses are
running as effectively and efficiently as possible,” adds Mr Gallacher.
Photo: Much of the orange paintwork on former Airport Flyer 2506 has been covered in silver vinyl. The bus will be
used on regular duties. Photo: Anaru Mitchell.

Source: Metlink. 28 July 2020. https://www.metlink.org.nz/news/buses-upgrade-programme-bringsfleet-in-line-with-metlink-standards-for-customers/
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cable Car back with longer hours, half price tickets
News from Wellington City Council
Wellington’s Cable Car will be back in service from Saturday (8 August) after its annual maintenance shutdown. To celebrate, the Cable Car
is offering half-price Adult and Children return tickets this weekend (8-9 August) when purchased online
at www.wellingtoncablecar.co.nz Wellington Cable Car Company Chief Executive Cesar Piotto says the month-long shutdown has allowed
the company to recondition critical assets – especially the structures under the carriages to which the wheels and axles are attached –
called bogies. The bogies have been comprehensively reconditioned by local engineering company ACME. Mr Piotto says that since they
went into service in 1979, the Cable Car carriages have each travelled nearly 600,000 kilometres. “That’s 15 times around the globe – this
maintenance work is timely and, it should keep them going for another few laps.” The work has been captured on video and released
through the Cable Car’s social media channels:
Video One – The What, Why and How? https://youtu.be/2sq33HQbElE
Video Two – Journey of the Cable Car Bogie https://youtu.be/v5eS1xCMBeU
Video Three – Thank You. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAtqdGP9a7U
Mr Piotto says it’s been a tough few months for the Cable Car since the country went into lockdown for the pandemic. “Like so many other
organisations we’ve been significantly impacted by closed international borders, and the Cable Car stopped running for nearly eight
weeks. “Thanks to strong support from Wellingtonians, passenger numbers are starting to come back up – and it’s great to see that a lot of
people from other parts of the country are getting on-board. We might have lost our cruise ship visitors for the foreseeable future – but
it’s great that New Zealanders are visiting Wellington and enjoying the Cable Car.” While The Cable Car has been operating on reduced
hours – finishing at 7pm – operational changes have just been announced to coincide with the re-opening. The Cable Car is extending its
hours. It will move to a seasonal operating model – with longer hours in summer to take advantage of daylight hours and more stable
weather. The changes will align with ‘daylight saving’ – with summer hours starting on Sunday 27 September and reverting to winter hours
from 4 April 2021. From Saturday 8 August, Cable Car winter hours will be:
Monday – Friday – 7:30am – 8pm
Saturday – 8:30am – 8pm
Sunday and public holidays – 8:30am – 7pm.
Source: Scoop. 4 August 2020. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=130053
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Napier's $1.3m tourist buses sold for $50k
Napier's disastrous art deco buses have been sold for just $25,000 each - meaning the short-lived investment has come at a cost to
ratepayers of more than $1.3 million. The buses were sold at auction by Turners Auctions last week. The Dominion Post contacted the
buses' new owner, who did not wish to be identified, but confirmed he had paid "about" $25,000 for each vehicle. He said the buses,
named Veronica and Belle, were likely to remain in Hawke's Bay but it was uncertain how or where they would be used. The council paid
$837,000 for the two old US school buses, which were converted into Deco City Discoverer buses in the United States and shipped to New
Zealand. The goal was to provide a tourist link between the popular seaside suburbs of Napier and the city centre. But when they arrived
in Wellington, the buses were found to be un-roadworthy, and the council had to repair numerous faults. The total cost, including
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refitting, shipping, a feasibility study, repairs, bus fittings, and other costs ended up at $1.1m. The buses were supposed to hit the road in
late 2012, but did not get going until April last year. They made their last trips on May 4 this year. Over that period they ran at an
operating loss of $323,000. It cost the council a further $16,800 to terminate the contract it held with the local bus company that operated
them. John Harrison, who was a Napier City councillor from 1995 to 2004, described the expense as "an outrageous abuse of ratepayers'
funds in a failed commercial gamble". "I rate the buses as one of the worst cases of a council ignoring its fiduciary duties. The fact that not
a single staff member or councillor went to the US to inspect the buses is frankly outrageous," Harrison said. "If I'd known they were for
sale, I'd have bought them to use as a reef to stop erosion at Westshore." A report to the city council in March stated patronage had been
"a long way short of projections" and the public perception of the buses had been
"severely tainted due to the issues of poor workmanship of the bus builders in USA". At
that meeting, council tourism services manager Neil Fergus said he was unsure of the
buses' current value, but said the new engines had a minimum value of $50,000 each.
Mayor Bill Dalton said the council did not want to continue using ratepayers' money to
prop up the buses when they were running at a loss. "We are pleased, however, they are
going to a local operator and will stay in Hawke's Bay. If we had our time again, I don't
think there'd be any doubt that we'd send someone to view the buses before the project
commenced."
Photo: Deco City Discoverer.

Source: The Dominion Post. 5 August 2020. http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/10347402/Napiers-1-3m-tourist-buses-sold-for-50k
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Metlink continues full train, bus and ferry services across the Wellington
region during alert level 2
News from Metlink
Following the Government’s instructions, Metlink will continue to offer a full service across its train, bus and harbour ferry network during
level 2. However, if you are sick, do not travel on public transport. If you can, work from home. Fares will remain in place at Alert Level 2
and we will be accepting cash, but continue to recommend people use other options that are available. Buses will retain front door
boarding for the time being which will allow for customer accessibility needs. Physical distancing will be re-introduced at 12 noon, this
means we will need customers to adhere to a 1m physical distancing on buses, trains and ferries and a 2m physical distancing at
stop/wharf or station – if possible passengers should wear face masks while using our service as per Ministry of Health and Government
guidelines. We will not be able to get physical distancing stickers onto vehicles/stops in time for the 12 noon deadline, so we ask that you
self-manage distancing by sitting one seat apart and remaining 2m apart while waiting for your service. Checklist for using public transport
– please commit to good hand hygiene, wear a mask if possible on public transport, maintain safe physical distancing and log your travel
for contact tracing purposes. Your safety, and our Metlink team’s safety, is paramount so please continue to follow Government
instructions. (Abridged).
Source: Metlink. 12 August 2020. https://www.metlink.org.nz/news/metlink-continues-full-train-bus-and-ferry-services-across-thewellington-region-during-alert-level-2/
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

New Covid-19 restrictions hit Wellington commuters
It only took a day for Wellington’s road and rail to feel the force of new alert level 2 Covid-19 restrictions. Patronage on
Metlink buses and trains was down 20 per cent compared to a normal day, a drop of about 16,000 trips that otherwise
would have been taken. “It generally goes down when people feel nervous,” Metlink spokesperson Matthew O’Driscoll
said. Mask use was still in the minority among people riding buses and trains, but most people appeared to be
following social distancing guidelines. Metlink has not brought back the red and green seat stickers to indicate physical
distancing in the current three-day restrictions, but do intend to if it is extended. It would take 24 to 36 hours for every
bus to be outfitted with the decals. Due to the reduction in patronage, Metlink had not received any reports of issues
with physical distancing. “People staying at home are freeing up capacity for those who need it most.” The
Government has made it clear there is no expectation for drivers, ticket collectors, or other staff to police physical
distancing and, in fact, doing so could compromise their own space. “It’s fair to say mask use is still mixed. We are
really encouraging passengers to wear them, same with the Government, anywhere where it’s not possible to maintain
physical distancing, as is the case with public transport,” O’Driscoll said. “Just like last time, Wellingtonians have been
pretty well-behaved. We’ve been here before, and they're just getting on with it this time.” NZTA did not have data yet
on how much traffic levels had changed, but anecdotally drivers said the number of cars on the road seemed lower
than usual. (abridged).
Right: With a return to Level 2 restrictions, gloves and masks became commonplace amongst bus drivers once again.
Photo: Alan Wickens.

Source: Stuff. 14 August 2020. https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/wellington/122440545/new-covid19-restrictions-hit-wellingtoncommuters
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Metlink leading the way on journey tracking
News from Metlink.
Metlink and the Wellington Region continues to be at the forefront of the COVID-19 response by working with the Government on the use
of QR codes for journey tracking. Metlink general manager, Scott Gallacher says, “The care and safety of our passengers and the Metlink
team is of critical importance to us. So over the last two months, we have been working with the Government to trial the use of QR codes
across the Metlink network, to assist the Government's contact tracing app and help passengers track their journeys. “Currently, QR codes
have been rolled out on trains and ferries to encourage the public to check in when using our services. Passengers on buses don’t need to
do anything different as Snapper cards act as a journey record for customers when people tag on and off. We continue to encourage
people to register their Snapper cards or to make note of their journeys if they are SuperGold Card and cash users.” Hygiene is another
crucial factor that Metlink drives with increased thorough cleaning measures and promotion of the Government’s hygiene and face mask
advice. Although it is not compulsory, Metlink operators provide all frontline staff with face masks and information campaigns from
Metlink continue to encourage passengers to wear face masks too. In addition, physical distancing is a high priority that relies on
customers to play it safe and play it right in public places. Mr Gallacher says, “It’s great that those who are fortunate to make use of
working from home arrangements are taking this opportunity, as it enables public transport to be available for those who need it most.”
With the support and cooperation of the Wellington Region, Metlink will continue to provide a much valued essential service to their
communities throughout the alert levels. Greater Wellington transport chair, Roger Blakeley says, “We’ve been at Alert Level 2 before, and
we all know what to do. This is an opportunity of us to work together even better than last time. “We want to thank the community for
their vigilance and patience during these times as we continue to rely on customers being responsible, being kind to one another and
making the right choices by following the Government’s advice,” adds Cr Blakeley.
Source: Metlink. 18 August 2020. https://www.metlink.org.nz/news/metlink-leading-the-way-on-journey-tracking/
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Spitting, abuse, and overcrowding: Bus drivers at risk as Covid-19 returns
Despite a downturn in passengers, public transport troubles have continued in Wellington as residents adjust again to life under Level 2.
On Wednesday, commuters in Hataitai complained of large groups being left on the side of the road as buses drove by, while on the same
morning a bus from Island Bay was seen with every seat full, no physical distancing, and less than half of passengers wearing masks. It has
been an ongoing challenge for Metlink since Wellington moved to Level 2. “We have observed that some people are not following the
Government’s advice on physical distancing and this has led to some frustration,” a spokesperson said. Patronage on Wellington buses had
fallen to about 65 per compared to normal week. Facemasks are encouraged on public transport but not required. Metlink was not
planning a mask mandate for public transport as it did not want to be accused of “scaremongering” by going against Government
guidelines, the spokesperson said. The official Government guidelines are that people on public transport are “strongly encouraged” to
wear face masks at Level 3, and “may consider wearing a mask” at Level 2. Bus drivers are particularly vulnerable to Covid-19, partly due
to coming into close contact with so many people, and partly due to age. Bus drivers are the oldest workers of any key industry, at an
average age of 54, according to Stats NZ. In London, 34 bus drivers have died after contracting Covid-19. There are 25,000 bus drivers
employed in the city. To put that in context, New Zealand’s most dangerous industry, forestry, has an annual death rate of 57 per 100,000
workers – less than half the risk of driving a bus in London. In the US, over 200 transit workers have died of Covid-19, including 130 in New
York. The sealed metal tube of a bus or train can be a breeding ground for the virus, making physical distancing and mask-wearing
especially important. Staff members have been told explicitly not to police passengers or attempt to enforce social distancing, but unruly
and aggressive passengers are an inevitable part of public transport and something drivers have to deal with regularly. During the first
national lockdown, three disruptive passengers were reported spitting on the surfaces of a Wellington bus. In Auckland, a woman spat at
three Auckland Transport staff members and a man was charged with assault for spitting on an Auckland Transport security guard. This
week, two Christchurch bus drivers were victims of an alleged attack by a knife-wielding man on Saturday, leaving one injured and another
shaken. Speaking to Stuff anonymously, one driver said they no longer felt safe in the job. “I don’t feel safe. Late nights with verbal abuse,
alcohol and drugs are common factors in this job, and anything can happen.” A Wellington bus driver, who did not wish to be named,
told Stuff this week the move to Level 2 had been “a very confusing situation”, with some drivers not being provided gloves and masks.
Kevin O’Sullivan of Tramways Union was concerned about the lack of people wearing face masks. “Not everyone is wearing gloves and
masks, though I think they should. There’s no compulsion, for either drivers or passengers, but I think drivers should be wearing them,” he
said “Germs spread easy on a bus, even without Covid. This time of year there are colds
and all sorts of things going around, it happens all the time.” At Level 3, all Metlink
drivers over 70, or who were immunocompromised, or lived with someone who was
immunocompromised were stood down with the promise of full pay. Metlink expects
that plan to kick in again if Wellington were to return to Level 3, but for now, all staff are
operating on a normal timetable. To date, New Zealand hasn’t had any suspected Covid19 cases related to public transport, but that hasn’t erased the worry for some. All
buses, trains, stations and interchanges in Wellington are equipped with CCTV cameras
for contract tracing efforts, while in Auckland the AT HOP cards are set up to use for
tracking, but to date these have not been required. Metlink rolled out contact tracing
QR codes onto trains and ferries this week, and can track bus users can by registered
Snapper card.
Right: Physical distancing aboard a Route 3 bus on 21 August 2020. The bus was at its
near capacity for passengers. Photo: Alan Wickens.
Source: Stuff. 20 August 2020. https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/wellington-top-stories/122497191/spitting-abuse-andovercrowding-bus-drivers-at-risk-as-covid19-returns
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Left: Letter to The Dominion Post on 22 August 2020 in response to their “Spitting, abuse...” article above.
Below: And a response from bus driver Nick Peetz to Scott Gallacher’s letter. The Dominion Post 26 August.

Warnings Wellington public transport fares will
go up, or services down
Wellington's public transport has fallen off a Covid-cliff, leading to
warnings of fare hikes or a cut in services. “Put bluntly, if patronage levels
fail to rise to pre-Covid-19 levels the financial viability of providing public
transport networks will come into question," Greater Wellington regional
council transport committee head Roger Blakeley warned. According to
council figures, bus and train patronage was already down during alert
level 1, but alert level 2 meant it was at 65 per cent of where it would
normally be. During level 1 it was only at 86 per cent of usual. The council
confirmed that meant, without outside help or a return to normal
patronage levels that could mean increased fares or fewer services.
During the nationwide lockdown the Government, via the Transport
Agency, propped up the funding shortfall caused by the drop in
patronage. Now it was being asked to look at how it could fund public
transport longer term. “Our experience over the last few weeks, where
the threat of Covid-19 has re-emerged, has highlighted the need for
ongoing vigilance and that full recovery will take time,” Blakeley said.
Source: Stuff. 20 August 2020. https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominionpost/news/wellington/122512944/warnings-wellington-public-transportfares-will-go-up-or-services-down
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bus drivers lay complaint with Auditor-General over
'significant underpay' during lockdown
Wellington bus drivers have made a formal complaint the Auditor-General claiming they were significantly underpaid during the Covid-19
lockdown. The complaint accused two bus companies, Tranzit and NZ Bus of “a serious breach of trust and misuse of public funds”. During
levels 4 and 3, all bus drivers over the age of 70, or who were considered vulnerable or lived with someone who was vulnerable, were
stood down from work with the promise that they would still receive their full normal pay. NZTA gave $110 million to public transport
providers to pay for free public transport and to cover wages for all employees. However, Tramways Union claims that money has not fully
made its way to some bus drivers, claiming a “significant underpay”. In a memo sent to bus companies, NZTA told bus operators they had
“a good faith obligation to ensure their public transport service employees are not financially disadvantaged by Covid-19”, and that
workers “should receive 100 per cent of their wages irrespective of whether they are working or self-isolating”. The union’s Wellington
secretary Kevin O’Sullivan, said Tranzit had paid full-time workers the equivalent of 40 hours per week, even though many would normally
work as many as 70 hours in a typical week. Tranzit did not respond to a request for comment. An NZ Bus spokesperson said the company
“had paid employees in accordance with the NZTA guidelines”. NZ Bus initially told the union it would only pay 40 hours, but later changed
their position to reflect average weekly earnings over the last 12 months, and back paid employees to make up the difference. However,
O’Sullivan had concerns the backpay was inconsistent between employees and wanted the back pay audited. “NZ Bus acknowledged they
didn’t do it right, but in our view, they didn't fix it completely,” O’Sullivan said. “It’s just not right, and the companies are reluctant to
resolve it... Dealing with these people is extremely frustrating because they’re a law unto themselves. I’ve never had to go to this length
before.” There are approximately 500 bus drivers in Wellington and around 9000 nationwide. Talks between the union and companies
broke down in June, prompting Tramways to write a formal complaint to Minister for Transport Phil Twyford, whose office recommended
the complaint be sent to the Auditor-General. The Auditor-General's office confirmed it had received the complaint and was looking into
it, though could not comment further due to confidentiality. The Auditor-General does not have the mandate to look into private
businesses such as the bus companies, and does not, as a rule, intervene or overturn decisions or stop activities or contracts. However, the
Auditor-General was monitoring how public organisations are using the Covid-19 funding they have received from the government
appropriately.
Source: Stuff. 20 August 2020. https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/wellington/122513724/bus-drivers-lay-complaint-withauditorgeneral-over-significant-underpay-during-lockdown
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Masks mandatory on buses and trains next week
From R.N.Z.
Wellington region’s public transport head is working out how to implement the new rules for wearing masks, but says police not staff will
deal with safety breaches. From Monday, face coverings will be compulsory on public transport at any time the country is in level 2 or
above. Children will not be required to wear masks, but an exact age is being worked on. Taxis and rideshare services like Uber are
included in the rule. Wellington regional council general manager of public transport Scott Gallacher said they will be moving to a
mandatory rule on the use of face masks across all the network by Monday. “We’ll be working with government agencies over the coming
days to really have a lot more detail on the implementation.” Gallacher said they had made a bulk order for PPE and had “more than
sufficient” supplies for all Metlink staff. Asked whether drivers have had training for safe use of masks and PPE, he said the council would
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work with operators and staff this week. The council would be working with the government on whether to have spare masks to give to
passengers and, if not, whether people without a mask who needed to board a bus would be allowed to do so. Gallacher said the
government didn’t expect staff to be enforcement agents. “If we’re presented with a circumstance where the safety of people on the bus
or the train or the ferry is compromised by the actions of someone then we’ll be contacting the relevant enforcement agencies like the
police.” “The government shared with us some initial guidance last night; they’re working on how they’re wanting us to implement the
mandatory move.” He said they needed to make sure they were doing the right thing by vulnerable people who needed to access public
transport. The government is still working on the legal framework for making masks compulsory. The type of masks being used will not be
policed. Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern, announcing the move yesterday, said people are encouraged to explore alternatives to single-use
masks if they can afford to, or to fashion a mask from things found at home. Face coverings like a bandana, scarf or t-shirt could be used.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 25 August 2020. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=130510
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Coronavirus: Metlink lobbied government for weeks over mask mandate
Metlink staff had been lobbying the Government for several weeks pushing for stronger rules around public transport, and on Monday
they got what they wanted: mandatory masks. “I was very pleased. This is something we’ve seen as necessary to the safety of our
commuters”, said Greater Wellington Regional Councillor Roger Blakeley, who holds the transport portfolio. The council had been
particularly concerned about the safety of bus drivers, he said. ”You can imagine, they have people walking past them all day in close
proximity, which results in a lot of risks. This will make it much safer for them,” he said. Staff had been talking with government officials
about a potential mask mandate “for some time”. The new rules for mandatory mask use on public transport apply nationwide while the
country is in alert level 2 or above, and includes ride-sharing services such as Uber, as well as flights. The Government continues to urge
everyone to wear face masks – or a face covering, such as a scarf – when in public. Metlink drivers had previously been given direct
instructions not to attempt to police social distancing or mask use, as it could put them in further danger. This new rule could potentially
change that, but as of Monday evening no decision had been made as to how the rule would be enforced in Wellington. “It’s news to us as
well. I’d expect they’re working on something as we speak,” a Metlink spokesperson said. Over the last week, Metlink has re-introduced
the AmBUSadors’ programme, where staff are placed at busy bus stops to assist with issues. As of Friday, five members of the Aviation
Security Service had been reassigned to assist with security on Wellington buses. In a regional council meeting last week, Metlink manager
Scott Gallacher said his team has been pushing the Government for stronger rules to be introduced. “It’s not just once a day, but a
number of conversations each day. We’ve been clear in terms of clarity and stronger guidance. I would hope we might see some stronger
guidance and direction coming through.” At the same meeting, council chair Daran Ponter said he had fielded a lot of concerns from the
public about the lack of masks on Metlink trains and buses. Metlink could, in theory, have introduced its own rules, but was concerned
that different rules across regions could have created confusion and accusations of “scaremongering”. “We cannot afford a lack of
alignment with government, otherwise it would confuse communities and people,” Gallacher told the council.
Source: Stuff. 25 August 2020. https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/122549089/coronavirus-metlink-lobbied-government-forweeks-over-mask-mandate
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Union says drivers will not enforce wearing of masks on buses
A union boss says bus drivers will not enforce the Government's plan to make face masks mandatory on public transport from Monday.
Auckland Tramways Union president Gary Froggatt said wearing face masks on public transport is a good idea - but the job of bus drivers is
to drive the bus. "The bus driver can't drive the bus and monitor what is happening down the back of the bus," he said. "We don't know
who is going to enforce it. It is certainly not going to be the driver." Froggatt said perhaps the operators should go back to having
conductors on buses and a floor to ceiling plastic screen behind the driver. At present, passengers board and exit Auckland buses through
the back door and drivers are taped off from passengers to maintain social distancing. (Abridged).
Source: NZ Herald. 25 August 2020. https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=12359358
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

QR codes to become mandatory on most forms of public transport
First it was masks, now the Government has moved to mandate the introduction of NZ Covid Tracer app-linked QR codes on most forms of
public transport at all Covid-19 alert levels. From 11.59pm Thursday, September 3, all bus, train, ferry, ride-share vehicles and taxi
operators will need to have put posters up, with their introduction providing an “extra layer of assurance and speed to the [Government’s]
contact tracing efforts”, Health Minister Chris Hipkins said. While Auckland commuters use AT Hop cards, and Wellingtonians have
Snapper cards which do track passenger movements, Hipkins said these systems could not be relied on because many people did not
register their cards. “While some transport companies do have ways of identifying passengers through ticketing systems, much like airlines
and inter-city coaches can, it is not widespread enough to provide us with the universal coverage that we are looking for. “We consider QR
codes are less burdensome than physical record-keeping for the public and for the transport operators, and it is also faster and easier to
get in touch with people through the Covid Tracer App if the QR codes are being used,” Hipkins said. Face coverings will become
compulsory on all forms of public transport from level 2 and above from Monday. “The rollout of face coverings and QR codes are
measures to help us ensure the safety of both public transport workers and people who take the bus or train to work or to school,”
Hipkins said.
Source: Stuff. 26 August 2020. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/health/coronavirus/122570487/coronavirus-qr-codes-to-becomemandatory-on-most-forms-of-public-transport
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Metlink says passengers are already getting #OnBoardWithMasks
Metlink says it is already seeing an increase of passengers wearing face coverings following the Government’s announcement that they
will be compulsory on public transport on Monday 31 August. Metlink general manager Scott Gallacher says passengers have quickly
adapted to the new additional measure and more and more people are wearing face coverings ahead of Monday’s deadline. “We’ve seen
a massive increase in the number of people wearing face coverings on our buses, trains and ferries over the last few days. It’s great that
people are taking personal responsibility and this new challenge in their stride – there’s a real sense that we are all in this together,” says
Mr Gallacher. “Wellingtonians are a creative bunch and we’re seeing some wonderful homemade scarves, bandanas and masks alongside
regular shop bought efforts as people take to social media to show their support using the hash tag #OnBoardWithMasks,” adds Mr
Gallacher. From Monday it will be compulsory for everyone aged 12 and over to wear a face covering on public transport at alert level 2
and above, with exemptions for health, disability and practicality reasons. Greater Wellington’s Transport Chair Roger Blakeley says that
fellow passengers should be aware of other people’s circumstances. “On Monday we expect almost all passengers to be wearing face
coverings but we know that some people won’t be able to wear masks for personal and medical reasons and that some people may not be
able to get hold of a mask in time for Monday’s deadline. We ask passengers to be aware of these situations and continue to be kind to
those around them,” says Cr Blakeley. “People see the sense in face coverings and know it’s the right thing do if it helps keep New
Zealanders safe from COVID-19 and gets us all back to alert level 1 that much quicker,” add Cr Blakeley. The Government has announced
that it will release a further three million masks for national distribution over the coming days to boost immediate supplies to iwi, social
services groups and community food banks in centres and regions where there is public transport. The Government also announced today
that face coverings will not need to be worn on school buses, on charter and group tours, on inter island ferries, private flights or by
private contractors of air services. Face coverings are an additional step in combating COVID-19 and complement existing personal
hygiene, physical distancing and contact tracing measures which all still need to be followed by public transport passengers. Metlink is
encouraging all passengers to share selfies of their face coverings on social media using the hashtag #OnBoardWithMasks.
Source: Metlink. 27 August. https://www.metlink.org.nz/news/metlink-says-passengers-are-already-getting-onboardwithmasks/
From 27 August, an announcement every few minutes reminded people passing through Wellington Railway Station of the new mask
requirement.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

'Pretty annoying': Passengers stranded over bus capacity rules
Passengers are being left on the roadside over government rules as Wellington prepares for the national mask mandate to kick in next
week. Aaron Mehau is one of several Wellington commuters who were rejected from over-full buses on Thursday. “It’s pretty annoying.
I’ve been waiting here for 5-10 minutes and then just to get rejected. This happened to me yesterday and a couple of days ago as well,” he
said. “Because it’s freezing, I don’t really want to stand out in the cold for too long, it’s just annoying.” The official word from the Ministry
of Health, relating to alert level 2, is that people must wear masks on public transport come Monday (31 August) because physical
distancing is not always possible. But Metlink is also following advice which says people must keep a 1-metre distance aboard public
transport. The necessity to socially-distance and wear masks meant capacity was reduced. Metlink general manager Scott Gallacher said
there was no grey area in the government rules. Gallacher confirmed some passengers were being left waiting on bus stops as buses drove
past because they were too-full for the reduced capacity. Children under-12 and those in school buses will be exempt from mask rules, as
will those on interisland ferries and charter buses. Others on buses, trains, commuter ferries, and commercial flights will be required to
wear face-coverings. Health Minister Chris Hipkins said an educational approach would be taken in early days but those who refused could
be punished with a $300 infringement notice or a fine of up to $1000 imposed by the courts. Metlink general manager Scott Gallacher said
it could only carry 30 to 35 per cent of usual numbers on buses, 30 per cent on trains, and 50 per cent on ferries.
Source: Stuff. 27 August 2020. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/122578985/pretty-annoying-passengers-stranded-over-bus-capacityrules
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A FEW TROLLEYBUS STATISTICS
The depot at Kilbirnie is now finally empty of its trolleybuses.
* On 31 October 2017, fifty-nine trolleybuses were
officially withdrawn permanently from service. (362 was
still in the process of being tested as part of the
Wrightspeed programme).
* 384 was the last trolleybus to operate in Wellington.
* Fifty-five of the Designline fleet, including the three
prototypes were stored at Kilbirnie with another four at
Karori depot.
* The buses were eventually sold by N.Z. Bus to Coastal
Bus and Coach, including the remains of 362.
* At the time of writing four examples, 301-3 and 384,
passed to preservation by the Omnibus Society.
* Approximately 25 of the buses had found new
homes/purposes by the end of August 2020, the rest
being stored meantime off-site.
* The last Designlines remained at the depot for 1031
days.
* 361 remains the last operating Designline, albeit as a
battery powered bus.
* The last bus to be towed away was 369 on 30 August.

Just hours after the power had been permanently switched off to the overhead wires in Wellington; this was the
scene inside Kilbirnie depot on 1 November 2017 – fifty-five Designlines packed into the south end of the
building. It would be thirty-three months later when the last buses, 337 and 369, would finally depart.
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TROLLEYBUSES RULE – WORLD NEWS
Solaris sells 20 trolleybuses in Romania
Ploiești, in Romania, has opted for 20 low-floor Solaris Trollino 12 trolleybuses. According to the contract worth PLN 36 million,
the vehicles will have been delivered within two years from the signing date. These will add to electric vehicles made by the Polish
manufacturer on Romanian roads. The ordered Trollino 12 will be the first trolleybuses from Bolechowo to go to Ploiești, but not the first
ones in Romania. Solaris claims to be the trolleybus market leader in the European Union and had already delivered nearly 100
trolleybuses to the Romanian municipalities of Baia Mare, Galați and Cluj-Napoca. At present, the Polish manufacturer is completing
the delivery of 26 articulated trolleybuses to Brasov, and it has recently signed a contract for the delivery of 16 Urbino 18 electric buses
to the city of Craiova. In total, the company has supplied over 300 buses and trolleybuses to Romanian carriers. The trolleybus network
launched in Ploiești in 1997 is the newest of all networks in Romania. By placing the order the nearly 250,000-strong city will replace about
half of its fleet, the manufacturer points out. New Solaris vehicles will also make it possible for the city to expand existing traction lines
and its transport network. 12-metre Trollino 12 trolleybuses commissioned by the city will be propelled by a 160 kW electric motor.
Thanks to an ergonomic arrangement of the passenger compartment, the buses will offer 35 seats on board. The vehicles will also feature
a space fitted with a strap system for passengers
in wheelchairs or travelling with prams or pushchairs, and a
ramp easing the entry installed at the middle-door.
Trolleybuses are entirely low-floor and offer the kneeling
function enabling the right side of the trolleybus to lower
at a stop. The Polish manufacturer will also implement
a range of solutions increasing passengers’ comfort
and safety in its Trollino vehicles. These will mainly include
air conditioning
of the
passenger
compartment,
a passenger information system, a set of video surveillance
system cameras and routers ensuring access to wireless
internet, whereas a passenger counting system will
be mounted above the doors. “I am extremely happy that
further Solaris trolleybuses will drive along Romanian roads
and that I can welcome the city of Ploiești to our family
of almost 750 towns and cities where our vehicles are in
use. Over the last three years we have delivered solely low
or zero-emission vehicles to the Romanian market.
The order placed by the city of Ploiești represents
a continuation of this resident- and environmentally
friendly trend”, said Petros Spinaris, deputy CEO of Solaris.
Source: Sustainable Bus. 6 August 2020. https://www.sustainable-bus.com/trolley-and-tramway/solaris-sells-20-trolleybuses-in-romania/
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

470m Euros for the expansion of Genoa trolleybus system
The go-ahead has been given: over 470 million Euros will be allocated from the Italian government for the reorganization and expansion of
Genoa trolleybus system (and of the public transport network of the city as a whole). According to the ambitious plan proposed by the
Genoa City Council earlier this year and now approved in Rome, trolleybuses will be deployed on a system of four axes (Levante, Centro,
Ponente, Valbisagno). The Decree proposed by Minister De Micheli
provides also for the disbursement of approximately 7 million Euros
to be allocated to the rehabilitation and expansion of the trolleybus
network in Ancona. The 470 million Euros project (a first version was
worth 650 million) envisages the organization of a tgrolleybus
network extending about 50 km, mainly on reserved or protected
lanes, along the main routes of the Genoa public transport system.
The jplan will bring to the purchase of as many as 145 18-metre
battery-electric trolleybuses. 17 new electrical substations will be
built. In addition to road and construction works, specific urban and
road network adjustments are also planned. Finally, 2 car parks and
12 terminus stations will be realized. The backbone of the new
network would be made of high capacity, battery-electric trolleybuses
on mainly reserved lanes. Of the 471 million requested, 123 million
Euros would be used for the purchase of trolleybuses, 98 million
would be used for road works, 72 million for the new two-wire line,
substations and installations (new depot, upgrading of some existing
depots), and urban restyling works. The ultimate goal of the plan is
an 8.1% reduction in journeys by private vehicles, and a 24.3%
increase in journeys by public transport. In the city centre,
commercial speed is bound to increase at 14 km/h, while today it is 10.8 km/h. T
Source: Sustainable Bus. 9 August 2020. https://www.sustainable-bus.com/trolley-and-tramway/470m-euros-for-the-expansion-of-genoatrolleybus/vate vehicles, and a 24.3% increase in journeys by public transport. In the city centre, commercial speed is bound to increase at
14 km/h, w---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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AND SOME ‘NOT SO GOOD NEWS’...
Moscow ends trolleybus operation
Moscow’s last six trolleybus services have ended, with five routes switching to
diesel operation on August 25 and one route to battery buses. The city’s first
trolleybus ran in November 1933, with the system reaching 80 routes totalling
1,300 km operated by 1,700 vehicles at its peak. The system remained the
largest in the world until 2015, but it has been in steady retrenchment since
2014. The majority of the former trolleybus services are now operated with
diesel buses, with more than 8,000 serving more than 950 routes. However,
the city expects to increase its electric bus fleet from 342 to 600 by the end of
2020 and to 2,600 in 2024. Some historic trolleybuses will be used to take
visitors to an urban transport museum which is under construction in the
northeast of the city.
Source: Metro Report International. 26 August 2020.
https://www.railwaygazette.com/buses-and-road-vehicles/moscow-endstrolleybus-operation/57218.article
Photo: Railway Gazette.

Thanks to Ronald Mayes for pointing out this news.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AUGUST 1963 – THE START OF TROLLEYBUSES TO LYALL BAY
Fifty-seven years ago trolleybus operation reached Lyall Bay, a seaside suburb overlooking Wellington Harbour. Route 3
still survives in 2020 although instead of the longer route between the south coast suburb and Karori Park, buses now only
run between Lyall Bay (and Rongotai) and the Railway Station. The introduction of double-decker diesel buses onto this
high density route together with the low headroom of Karori tunnel determined the rearrangement of this route.

Left: Volvos 260 and 234 wait at the terminus at
Hungerford Road, Lyall Bay on 3 April 2008. Both
trolleybuses survived into 2009 but were later
scrapped. Other than a new bus shelter and the
removal of the overhead, little has changed at this
location. The last trolleybuses ran to Lyall Bay on
31 October 2017. Designline 384 worked the final
service on Route 3 late that night.

Right: Eleven years later and the new regime has well and
truly taken over. On 24 April 2019, ADL500 5080 awaits
departure for the Railway Station. Hungerford Road goes
off into the distance behind the bus. Although single deck
buses still ply the route the higher capacity double-deckers
can be regularly seen at work.

e today it is 10.8 km/h.
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THEN AND NOW IN CONSTABLE STREET
Left: Constable Street is the link
between Crawford Road and Riddiford
Street, Newtown. Once the domain of
trolleybus routes 3 and 11, this area is
one of the older suburbs of Wellington
and contains plenty of what are termed
“heritage” buildings. The lower end of
Constable Street, as depicted here, also
houses a few business premises and in
2017 was still home to the Salvation
Army Citadel as seen behind 349 which
is working on a Lyall Bay to Karori Park
service on 3 February. Also note the
finial atop the pole on the extreme right
of the photograph. I am only aware of a
couple of these remaining in Wellington
(other than the one that acts as a
“feature” at my front door!).

Right: Route 3 still dominates in Constable
Street but in 2020 it is diesel power that reigns
supreme. Buses working the 3 now only travel
between Lyall Bay/Rongotai and the Railway
Station as double-deckers are not suited to the
Karori tunnel, although single-decker buses are
also in use on the route. On 31 July 2020, ADL
Enviro500 5085 pulls into the same bus stop
used by 349 in the photograph above. In the
meantime, the Citadel has been demolished
and in its place is two blocks of apartments
have recently been completed. Only Plumbers
Supreme Ltd and the house alongside it link the
two scenes. In a year or so locals may once
again enjoy quieter public transport in
Constable Street when NZ Bus’ electric fleet
arrives in Wellington. Whether they oust the
double-deckers remains to be seen.

Left: An earlier photograph of the same
scene, taken on this occasion on 22
October 2003. This time Volvo 224 in
Stagecoach livery is stopping for
passengers outside the Citadel while
working an 11 from Seatoun to the Railway
Station.
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HERE AND THERE
Left: The Kilbirnie depot shiftman truck, a 1996 Isuzu, was once a familiar
sight around the city. It was used from anything from rescuing failed vehicles
in the bus fleet to untangling a trolleybus rope that had somehow got where
it shouldn’t be. Since the demise of the trolleybuses it has undergone a low
profile and more recently it has just been used to give a small tow to a
trolleybus to ready it for onward movement from the depot. On 31 July 2020
the truck was sunning itself in the doorway of Kilbirnie depot. Note the
unofficial wording below the windscreen – “My days are numbered”
(crossed out and replaced with) “I’m Back”. The platform above the cab has
been removed, its raison d’être no longer needed.

Right: Back in the glory days when UC7527 was regularly seen in the
“thick of it”. On 25 January 2017, 354 brought the overhead down at
the intersection of Rintoul and Riddiford Streets and the shiftman
truck was naturally despatched with staff to the scene.

Above: Having had a very short burst of work on the resumed Airport Flyer route (91), former trolleybus 361 was once again side-lined at
the back of the N.Z. Bus Kaiwharawhara depot and
seen here on 31 July 2020. It is understood to be
awaiting a new demister part. The bus remains a
“one-off” and although having run many thousands
of trouble-free kilometres, it probably has no longterm future. It will go down in Wellington’s history as
the very last ‘trolleybus’ to operate, albeit in a
different guise to that in which it built.

Left: Sometimes you find yourself in the right place at
the right time, as I did on 1 August when waiting to
depart Upper Hutt with the 0700 rail replacement
service to Wellington. The sunrise was nothing short
of spectacular!
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NOT THE RESULT THE PULSE MAY HAVE WANTED
Above: The Central Pulse netball team has its home at Te Rauparaha Arena in
Porirua. The team had been riding high in the ANZ Premiership remaining unbeaten
until... 2 August 2020 when they lost 42-44 to the Northern Mystics. In this
photograph 3502 poses outside the Arena the following day, but what is it still
doing there the you may well ask? The clue is at the rear of the bus... a tow rope.
Also note the rear driving wheels covered in mud.

Left: Wording on the side of the bus reads “See you at
our next home game!” but if the double-decker is
acting as a mascot for future games perhaps it is best if
its rear wheels are left parked on the concrete.

For the record, the Pulse met the Tactix
again in the ANZ Premiership final on 23
August and beat them 43-31. Revenge is
sweet.

Left: Wakefield Street depot once stood
opposite the Central Fire Station. A number
of photographs have appeared in this
magazine with the building and particularly
the clock tower as a backdrop. Today, the
only clues that tram and trolleybus
overhead ever hung in Oriental Parade is
the eleven anchors that remain in the side
of the Fire Station, some of which can be
seen in this photograph. 4 August 2020.
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Left: Buses in the Mana Newlands fleet have started to receive operator details as
seen in this detail on ADL 7803 on 12 August. The company is now owned by the
French transport giant Transdev, though you’d almost need a magnifying glass to
know that! Perhaps modesty is their thing. Such small writing could be construed as
“hiding your light under a bushel.” As well as now owning Wellington’s Mana
Newlands and Auckland’s Howick & Eastern bus companies, Transdev operates train
services in Auckland and Wellington. It also has a large presence in the Australian
transport networks.

Right: A couple of the former Valley Flyer 2400 series M.A.N.s,
introduced in 2005, continue to soldier on and run regularly
between Eastbourne and Courtenay Place. 2491 was working an
83 to Eastbourne on 12 August when it was photographed
passing the W.C.C. Arapaki Manners Street Library. This “pop-up”
library, one of several in the city, has been in place since end of
May 2019 when the city’s main library closed. It requires a
$200m programme of strengthening works. Today’s bus drivers
need to be able to cope with modern methods of movement;
skateboarders, scooter riders and cyclists are common place
along this narrow stretch of busy thoroughfare. As if having
pedestrians wandering across the road looking at their phones
wasn’t enough at the best of times!

Left: Another nuisance for bus drivers is the ignoring of
the “bus only” provision in Manners Street which is
regularly not complied with by private vehicles, as seen in
this view taken on 14 August. It couldn’t be much clearer,
could it?

Right: The Yutong EV currently being trialled by Tranzurban and based at its
Upper Hutt depot was still at work on 15 August. It was working on Route 115
and is pictured at Upper Hutt station before departing for Pinehaven.

Left: With the re-emergence of Covid-19 in the community, the
Government reintroduced heightened restrictions around the
country; Auckland moving to Level 3 and the remainder at a
lower Level 2. In terms of public transport in Wellington, and in
particular buses, this meant physical distancing was brought
back into play with lower numbers able to be carried. These
familiar signs have therefore reappeared - in the case of
Tranzurban 3417 passenger numbers are limited to 21. Note
the bottle of hand sanitizer strapped to the pole – this is now
commonplace on buses. Signs indicating where and where not
to sit have been applied to windows although the ones used in
previous times have not re-appeared.
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Right: The orange air conditioning unit on the roof of 2506 gives the
game away – this is yet another of the former Airport Flyer fleet that has
had an external makeover. Unlike 2508 and its garish blue side colour,
2506 has been treated to a nondescript silver coating including the
roofline which once proclaimed the suburbs through which the Flyers
travelled. The rear of the bus is still orange though will no doubt soon be
covered with an advertisement. Five of these buses are to receive a
similar makeover with 2508 to be redone. 2504 and 2505 have been
similarly treated. 19 August 2020. Bike racks will not be fitted.
Photo: Peter Coventry.

Left: 2508 as it first appeared in midJuly 2020; neither one thing or the
other. Photo: Peter Coventry.

Right: 1976 Leyland Leopard 401 with
Hawke Commander body work and the
distinctive Wellington lantern windscreen heads home to Motueka in South Island. It has been on loan
from owner Michael Jarka to the Omnibus
Society. The bus is pictured aboard an
InterIsland ferry prior to sailing from
Wellington across Cook Strait on 17 August.
As well as operating for many years in the Capital, 401 had a spell on loan with
Newlands Coach Services and also spent its twilight years at work with
Runciman Motors. Photo: Michael Jarka.

Left: 401 parked in
Masefield Street, Upper
Hutt close
to
the
Runciman Motors depot
on 16 January 2004.
Seventy-eight of these
buses once operated in
Wellington. Photo: Alan
Wickens.

Right: On 20 August former Airport Flyer 2504 was soaking up the winter
sunshine outside Kilbirnie depot. Silver coloured vinyl has been applied to
cover the lower sides of the bus, although the roof and rear remain the familiar
Flyer colour. The M.A.N. has also had a school sign panel attached to the rear
plus the familiar Metlink signage.

Left: Former trolleybus 361 made a welcome
return to the city’s roads in mid-August following
its spell in the depot awaiting parts. The bus
resumed its Airport Flyer runs and was
photographed on 20 August in Manners Street on
its final run of the morning that day, the 10.30am
Airport to Wellington Station duty. With the
limited timetable now operating on Route 91, it is
now only possible for 361 to work a maximum of
five round trips a day; three in the morning and
two in the afternoon. Just three Airport Flyer
buses are now required to fill the shifts.
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YET MORE GEMS FROM THE AOTEA QUAY ROUTE

Three more photographs
of the Aotea Quay route
taken by Graeme Bennett
have surfaced. These were
all
taken
from
the
Roundhouse that was once
situated near the northern
end of Waterloo Quay.
Left: Looking south along
Waterloo Quay towards the
Railway Station which can be
seen in the distance on the
right. An unidentified B.U.T.
makes its way towards the
city centre. The railway played
a major part in the workings
of the port and in the distance
is the railway crossing closest
to the station.

Right: Looking down from the
Roundhouse
we
see
another
unidentified B.U.T. on its way back to
the city centre. The trolleybus is well
filled with workers from the Social
Security Headquarters building. This
elevated view gives a good picture of
the rooftop electrics that ground views
never gave.

Left: Finally, a view looking north
towards the corner where Waterloo
Quay becomes Aotea Quay. This is
possibly the same B.U.T. seen
above. There was a picking up spot
approximately where the trolleybus
is positioned although no bus stop
was marked and certainly no
shelter. The B.U.T. has just passed
over the most northerly of the three
railway crossings in Waterloo Quay.
Correction: On page 36 of the July
issue, the caption for the top
photograph incorrectly identified
the trolleybus as B.U.T. 12 – it
should have been 78.
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Your Comments and
Feedback
“Regarding the picture on page 16 (July 2020) of trolley 12, my guess is that
it was taken at the Oriental Bay terminus. F. G. Barker was I think a City
Council photographer as I have seen his photos of Kilbirnie depot. I think
that the photographer had his back to the sea. The hill behind the bus is the one
shown on the left of the attached photo taken on 28 May 1950 by Alan Bellamy. The
flower bed seems to confirm the location.” [Also the pathway up the hillside – Ed].
Henry Brittain, N.Z.
Left: The original photo that featured on page
16 of July 2020 issue.

Right: 218 at Oriental Parade tram terminus
on the last day of tram working. Trolleybuses
were already running beyond to Hataitai.
Photo: Alan Bellamy.

Left: Another Alan Bellamy photograph, which shows the gardens in Oriental Parade behind
Double Saloon 230. More on this location on page 27.

Thanks again for all the enjoyment you provide with your “Under the Wires” email
newsletters; they certainly set a standard for quality and coverage!
Paul Nicholson, Australia.

“Wow! Alan what a wonderful read! I really enjoyed Angus' recollections of the
Auckland system; it enhanced my story beautifully with some super images too! The
image of 117 on page 34 is indeed in
Hobson Street and as the poles are on
the inside set of wires, this confirms
that the bus is on the Farmers' service to Queen Street.” James Duncan, N.Z.
Regarding the “Mobile Billboards in Dunedin” feature on pages 8 and 9 in July 2020, Allan Steele has been
able to identify the locations of the photographs.

“Locations of photos are in order as they appear on pages 8 and 9 – 45 Andersons Bay Road
in front of McBride Street depot, 62 turning from Water Street into Crawford Street, 10 in
Bond Street near Lower Rattray Street, 5 outside the Botanic Garden became the Typhoon
bus, 10/39 – outside McBride Street depot, 79 at the McBride Street depot, 25 In Lower
Rattray Street, 6 at the Upper Octagon stop. The Tiger Tea bus you featured was in fact 39;
10 was the later updated version.” Allan Steele, N.Z.
Right: Dunedin 39 in the earlier Tiger Tea livery. Photo: Peter Bennie. Allan Steele Collection.
“The wheels of 2020 roll steadily along toward our "new normal" whatever that may be. Seeing public transport financially supported but
not passenger supported is very worrying in the long term. Under The Wires has its feet in the past and it's done to such a high standard.
The reporting on the present day counter balances the items from yesterday. You have such strong contributors, Angus McIntyre who
shared the recent NTA zoom meetings from Vancouver, Gunter Mackinger with the Australian trolleybuses (here is a postcard (left) from
the Sydney Tramway Museum of 19 freshly restored) and James Duncan who brought Auckland
trolleybuses to life (he does a good calendar to!). A happy blend of enthusiasts from across the globe
all with their personal knowledge to share within your magazine. The trolleybus disposal from
Kilbirnie from the transit lounge to a new home gives UTW a new column, "Where are they now?"
The subject of British United Traction has always fascinated me, the combining of two major
companies to cater for a diminishing market. As in the case of British Leyland years later big is not
beautiful and ended with its downfall. With production starting in 1947 at the Leyland plant at Ham
near Richmond, Surrey for export trolleybuses like Johannesburg until 1948. Production resumed for
the home market at AEC Southall in Middlesex with a healthy order book for London Transport,
Nottingham City Transport, Newcastle Corporation, etc while Leyland in Lancashire looked after
export orders. In the early 1950s home market vehicles were switched to the Crossley factory in
Errwood Park, Stockport, Cheshire (being part of ACV). However, two batches of single-deck vehicles
for Glasgow were built by Leyland the last for the UK and then finally Wellington B.U.T.s in 1964
were specially constructed at the Scammell truck plant in Watford, Hertfordshire. B.U.T. also produced diesel engines for 1950s diesel
multiple units for railways. The rest is history.” Phil Waters, U.K.
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“Another splendid issue… Regarding the Auckland story, it should be recorded that
my nephew, Garth Stewart, drove the last official Auckland trolleybus (115) in
public service – he was employed at the time as a trolleybus driver stationed at
Gaunt Street, and did the last shift that day.” Graham Stewart, N.Z.
Left: Auckland 115 under the wires at the Foxton Trolleybus Museum circuit for the very last
time on 8 July 2003. Photo: Wayne Duncan.

“Very many thanks for yet another stunning UTW. I found the sections on
"Trolleybuses in Australia" and "Mobile Billboards in Dunedin" both very
interesting with good photographic coverage, as were the Auckland Trolleybus
History and Angus's visit to Auckland. "Then and (almost) Now", "A Few more
Memories", the coverage of the Stagecoach owned Volvos, and "Here and There"
all excellent in colour. Great news from Mexico City and Milan. Again in Mexico
City - a leader with enormous sense. To sum up there was so much excellent colour; I used a whole ink cartridge to print UTW in colour A4
size. Well worth it though. Keep up the good work.” Peter Blears, U.K.
You are doing great work. A little correction re Preserved Trolleybuses in Australia - there were two survivors from the Sydney system; No 1
(single deck) also remains - not sure if it in the Powerhouse Museum store or is on loan to the bus museum. Also two Hobart trolleybuses
were kept and are at the Transport museum at Glenorchy.” Bob Taaffe, Australia.
“Many thanks for another interesting UTW and the nice report on the situation here
in Foxton with regard to Volvo 268 and B.U.T. 90. Interesting to read elsewhere in
UTW about how you couldn't find any report on the whereabouts of Wellington B.U.T.
115 these days. That's because it has long been scrapped, something that happened
here in Foxton during Wayne Little's time with the Foxton operation. Wellington 115
was observed outside Macaulay Metals scrap yard in Seaview Road in Lower Hutt on
18 December 2012. During its time in preservation in Foxton, Wellington 115 at one
stage shared the depot yard with Auckland 115 from April 1997 to July 2003 while
Queen Street shuttle trolleybus 115 was on loan to Foxton from MOTAT. Another
trolleybus that was scrapped during the time of Wayne Little's stewardship of the
Foxton museum operation was Wellington B.U.T. 107 (right) which was taken away in
May 2010. 107 finished its time in Foxton as an outdoor smokers’ room for the Post
Office Hotel, over the fence from the Foxton depot yard - so the purge had already
started that far back. There’s nothing happening as yet with 268 and 90.”
Wayne Duncan, N.Z.

“As always, congratulations on another excellent issue of UTW. The highlights of the latest issue for me were: P4/5; A Focus On 358, etc.
P6/7; Trolleybuses in Australia. P8/9; Mobile Billboards In Dunedin. P10; The canvas image of Wellington Airport - are the two Volvos
located in the bottom left of the image? [Yes – Ed] Quito Mercs - I visited the city in September, 2008 and I remember the crush loadings
that I encountered on these vehicles most of the day, even at 0700 on a Sunday morning. Also feeling light headed for the first couple of
days, due to the city's high altitude (is the trolleybus system the world's highest?) as well as, due to the close proximity of the Equator, how
quickly the day turned into night. P11/12; Then and (Almost ) Now. P13/14; Volvos along Rongotai Road. P15; Readers’ Segment – I am
pleased to read that Phil Waters enjoyed the Lausanne photos. P16; Picture of B.U.T. 12. P18; Volvo line up. P19/20; 227- The Volvo that
wasn't Saved, notably the (unsightly) graffiti picture. P21; Here and There; the sad view of 268 and 90. P22; The new use for 357 and also
the pictures of 88 and 233. Page 23; Impressive AEC model. P26-32; A Transport of Delight, an excellent and informative article by James
Duncan. Re the mini motorway (P29) used by trolleybuses - I think I am correct in saying that the former trolleybus system in Prague
saw operation along a motorway. Re the contra-flow operation along Hobson Street and the problem that caused; in September 1993
I visited the French city of Lyon, where contra-flow trolleybus operation was commonplace. The trolleybuses used a tram like bell to warn
pedestrians of their presence. Page 33; Angus Visits Auckland; regarding the "Barnes dance" method of crossing, when I visited the city in
February 1988, it was the first time I had encountered this, which I have since seen in London and Tokyo. Also the use of honesty boxes on
trolleybuses. P35; A Few More Memories... P36; Aotea Quay Postscript. P37; World News - Mexico City's new fleet and that another 500
trolleybuses will be purchased over the next five years - Excellent news - and much credit to the Mayor on realising what an asset to the city
the trolleybus is in reducing air pollution. I visited the city in July 2008. At the time, I felt that the system might disappear, based on
the poor condition of most of the fleet, although the overhead wiring seemed mostly to be in good condition. In eight days I saw just three
dewirements. I often saw traction poles and bracket arms that once carried overhead; it looked as though they were waiting for the
wiring to come back - that may now start to happen. Also, the new trolleybuses for Milan, which will ensure the system celebrates its
centenary on 29 October 2033.” Tom Douce, U.K.
“Regarding the piece in the last issue on Australia’s Trolleybus system. Perth was the last city to operate trolleybuses. The Kogarah to San
Souci was a street steam tramway using Baldwin Motors hauling 70-seat side loading cross bench cars. The first two trolleybuses were
imported complete and were A.E.C. 3-axle single deck. No. 1 exists in care of the Museum of Applied Sciences and Arts stored with many
other street tramway vehicles. The next three were A.E.C. Q-type forward control front entrance and rear axle, had single wheels, tyres and
rims. Southend in U.K. also ran these. Numbers 6-16 were Leyland’s TTB4. 17-26 were A.E.C. 664T. The chassis of No. 2 was bought from a
vehicle wrecker and is stored. No. 19 is an A.E.C. When the remains were found all that existed was the chassis and body metal frame. 19’s
restoration was amazing and has parts from all over Australia, New Zealand, and U.K. Three surplus Leyland chassis were sold to Adelaide
and bodied there by local builders.” Brian Muston, Sydney, Australia.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thanks to these readers who got in touch to share their comments.
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THEN AND NOW IN ORIENTAL PARADE

These two photographs, originally featured
on page 25 were taken seventy years ago in
1950 by Alan Bellamy. The end of tram
operation was nigh with trolleybuses already
working to Hataitai via Roseneath. The
comparative views were taken on 4 August
2020.

Left: Tram 218 is at the terminus. On the left is the
ornate and sturdy shelter built in 1904. Wellington
Harbour is on the right and to the left is the base of
Mt Victoria. On the headland is St Gerard’s Church
and Monastery. Note the small Norfolk Pine trees
along the roadside.

Right: Much has changed in the ensuing period. In the right
foreground at the corner of Carlton Gore Road and Oriental Parade
is what appears to be the same traction pole sited at the end of the
wall and seen above. The tram shelter remains as a preservation
piece, the bus stop about 50 metres further on. The Norfolk Pines,
now planted all along the length of Oriental Parade are towering
above some of the expensive apartment blocks that now line the
street, while St Gerard’s is just visible behind one of the pines. The
track seen extending up the hillside in the photograph above is still
there by the blue road sign and is part of a pathway to the top of
Mt Victoria. Trolleybuses heading up and down Carlton Gore Road
have been replaced by route 14 to and from Kilbirnie and Wilton.

Left: Double Saloon 230 about to depart on route 2 for Karori
Park. The tram is parked across the road from the shelter.
Carlton Gore Road, used by the trolleybuses, can be seen on
the extreme left of the photograph.

Right: The buildings at the base of the hill in the
photograph above have been replaced by the boxy
apartment block, once a hotel. Two of the original
buildings remain. There is little evidence to show that
trams and trolleybuses ever ran this way, apart from
a few wall anchors on a handful of the older buildings
along the street. The tram rails ran to approximately
where the 50kph sign in the centre of Oriental
Parade is situated.
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A TASMANIAN CONUNDRUM
Roger Greenwood
investigates...
This photograph was taken by Paul
Nicholson during a trip he made to
Tasmania in January 1967. What it
depicts looks fairly straightforward
however it contains a puzzle for those
with an enquiring mind - why have
both
poles
dewired?
Some
background information…
The trolleybus has departed the Davey
Street depot in Hobart, identifiable by
the three petrol buses parked adjacent,
and is headed for Sandy Bay via the city
centre. All depot overhead converged
onto a single section of overhead in
Davey Street until the Customs House
(two-storey
Victorian/Edwardian
building on the left) where it split via
‘Selectric’ frogs into two parallel lines of
overhead. These continued along Davey
Street to Argyle Street which is where
the trolley bus has come to a halt. At this point, one of the parallel lines of overhead continues straight ahead while the other leads off
into Argyle Street. Both lines eventually bring trolleybuses into Macquarie Street but that is incidental to the dewirement. The frogs that
direct trolleybuses to one or other of the lines of overhead are controlled by the driver who presets them according to the route to be
followed. They’re out of view in Paul’s photograph but not so the overhead, both lines clearly visible above the stranded vehicle. Due to
the position of the trolleybus it seems certain that the driver intended to turn right into Argyle Street but what went wrong?
Here is another of Paul Nicholson’s
photographs from January 1967.
This one is identified as PN-2 B.U.T
trolleybus bus 216 and is on the
New Town line turning from Bay
Road into Belle Vue Parade where it
waited outside the New Town
railway station before returning to
the city. The railway station was
more of a convenient location to
wait rather than providing an
opportunity for ‘mode change’. Few
people would have had any reason
to transfer bus-to-train or viceversa here. Many Hobart trolleybus
routes were re-laid in mass
concrete and some remain today as
a legacy of this form of public
transport abandoned in 1968. The
multitude of ‘pull-offs’ supporting
the curved overhead may seem like
a bit of overkill but prior to the
introduction of trolleybuses in
1935, the Hobart Tramways had no
experience
of
trolley
pole
operation, all trams being equipped
with bow collectors. Later installations made use of curved segments that required fewer ‘pull-offs’. The trolleybus destination sign N
TOWN STN (New Town Station) was in the same category as CUSTOMS, that is to say, neither conveyed much, if anything, to visitors.
‘CUSTOMS’ was an abbreviated version of CUSTOMS HOUSE LOOP which was the city loop shared by several trolleybus routes. The
meaningless to visitors of CUSTOMS was finally acknowledged and was changed to CITY, but N TOWN STN endured to the end, never
replaced by something more meaningful such as NEW TOWN. The word PURITY in the side panel advertisement was the name of a Hobart
grocery chain since taken over by one or other of the national supermarket chains.
Photos: Paul Greenwood. Words: Roger Greenwood.

Hobart’s trolleybus system opened in 1935 with the last routes closing on 22 November 1968. The Tasmanian Transport Museum in Glenorchy
owns two former Hobart trolleybuses, numbers 74 and 235. Number 74 has a body constructed by the then Tramway Workshops mounted onto
a chassis manufactured by Leyland in England. This batch of buses are known as Canton buses, as the completed chassis were to go to China,
but were sold to other cities due to the outbreak of the Second World War. Number 74 was donated to the museum by the Metropolitan
Transport Trust (MTT) in 1964. Number 235, similar to 216 seen above, was the last trolleybus to operate in Tasmania.
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NEW PLYMOUTH GEMS
The New Plymouth trolleybus system was unique in New Zealand in that it had just one line and four buses, Nos 1-4. The one route ran
for about five kilometres between Westown in the south west of the city to the centre in Devon Street. The four trolleybuses that plied
the route were Crossley Motors model TSD42/1 vehicles and were added to Wellington’s order of ten trolleybuses of the same marque.
Introduced in 1950, the only main differences to Wellington’s Crossleys were the addition of traction batteries and a fairing around the
base of the trolley poles. Apart from No 4 (withdrawn in 1964) the rest of the small fleet lasted until 1967 when closure came to the
route on 7 October that year. Two of the fleet, 1 and 3, were saved for preservation. 1 remains in generally unrestored condition at the
Wellington Tramway Museum and 3 has been restored and can be seen at Ferrymead Museum where it is in the care of the Tramway
Historical Society.

Left: 1 is in the city
and is on a trip to
Westown. Whereas
today bicycles are
carried on the front
of buses, years ago it
was common to
transport pushchairs
and prams in the
same
fashion.
Instead of a complex
carrier just a simple
hook was used.

Right: 3 is believed to be in Devon
Street while returning to the depot.
This is the first bus I have seen
advertising rat bait. Rid Rat is still
available and today the trolleybus
can be viewed at Ferrymead
Museum.

Left: Breakdowns in buses are inevitable at some time and
the New Plymouth Crossleys were no exception. Here one of
the fleet is hooked up to a Fordson Thames tow truck for a
trip back to the workshop in Liardet Street. As is usual for
the times, British cars dominate the scene, both here and in
most of the other photographs.
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Left: Another unidentified Crossley
looks as though it has come to grief
somewhere in the city. Although
showing Westown on the display, its
poles are down and the No Parking
sign suggests a tow truck may not be
too far away.

Right: 4 was withdrawn in 1964, three years earlier
than the other three trolleybuses, and is seen here
up on blocks minus its wheels. Then again perhaps
they have gone to Milemaster for the tyres to be
re-capped?

Below: New Plymouth 4 in happier times and
displaying its NPCT logo.

Right: The distinctive Crossley shape as depicted on Wellington 9
seen turning at the end of the Lyall Bay route at Hungerford Road.
None of the photographs are dated but it is presumed they were
taken in the 1950s.

All photos: Graeme Bennett.
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EIGHTY YEARS OF TROLLEYBUSES IN SALZBURG
TOM DOUCE
On October 1st, the Salzburg trolleybus system will be 80 years old. In 2005, I visited the city when the system celebrated
65 years of operation, during the weekend of October 1/2. These three views were taken on the latter day. The top picture
shows Salzburg 109, now preserved. It is one of what was an original batch of four (107-110), built in 1988 by Steyr (chassis
and body) and Kiepe (electrical equipment). The driver paused the vehicle so I could take the photo - the location is
Alpenstrasse. Rides were free on the preserved trolleybuses. Seen departing the depot on Alpenstrasse is Solingen 64,
(middle picture) one of a batch originally consisting of 46 (22-67) built between 1986-7 by M.A.N. (chassis and body) and
Kiepe (electrical equipment). The bottom image shows Ostrava 3603 which attracted much attention. The destination blind
reads 65 Jahre Obus (65 Years of
Trolleybuses). It is one of four (3601-3604)
built in 2003/7 by Solaris (chassis and body)
and Cegelec (electrical equipment).
These were the world's first 15 metre rigid
trolleybuses. The rear single-tyred axle is
steerable and Gunter Mackinger can be
seen at the wheel. The location is the
Hauptbahnhof. This vehicle was used as
a demonstrator in Zlin during 2004.
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THEN AND NOW AT HATAITAI TUNNEL
The portals of Hataitai tunnel have featured in Under the Wires on numerous occasions
but no apology is made for featuring it yet again.

Top: Volvo 239 bursts out of the gloom into Pirie Street on 15 December 2003, Not in Service to the
Railway Station.
Bottom: The overhead has gone, the tunnel portals have been strengthened and the area around the
entrance has been tidied up. The only way to reproduce the top image in 2020 is by using former
trolleybus 361, now battery-powered, and on 21 August it was captured at the same spot working the
10.30am service from Wellington Airport to the Railway Station on Route 91 Airport Flyer duties.
Inset: Not quite the right angle but here is 361 exiting the tunnel on 30 May 2014 and working a Route 2
service to the Railway Station.
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FINAL DAYS FOR THE REMAINING KILBIRNIE STRAGGLERS
At the beginning of August 2020 there were thirty-four* trolleybuses still awaiting disposal,
the majority being at Kilbirnie with four stored at Karori.

Peter Coventry took these photographs on 5 August 2020.

The batteries and roof coverings of these four had all been removed prior to disposal. 381, 376, 341 and 372
were positioned ready for onward movement.
372 was a long term “casualty” at Kilbirnie, out of use for almost two years. It was new in May 2009 and last
seen operating in December 2015 – not a very long and productive life.
* 333, 334, 337, 340, 341, 342, 343, 344, 345, 347, 348,
350, 353, 354, 356, 360, 362, 362, 364, 365, 366, 369, 370,
371, 372, 373, 374, 375, 376, 377, 380, 381, 385, 386.

Right: 372 in as-new condition on 21 August 2009 and being used on
driver training duties in Caledonia Street, Miramar.

The remaining trolleybuses were removed from NZ Bus premises
by the end of the month.
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Left: As August progressed so did the departures.
374 was spotted parked at the roadside beside
Wingate railway station on 13 August minus all its
rooftop equipment and poles.
Photo: Jamie Barrow – Facebook.

Right: ...and photographed inside Kilbirnie depot three days earlier on 10 August.

Left and below: On 14 August 360 had been pulled outside
into the light for the first time in over 2½ years ready for
onward movement. 344 was parked in front. Surprisingly,
both appeared “complete” with battery covers and poles.
Photos: Peter Coventry.

Left: This photo, taken by
Peter Coventry, confirms
that 344 left in a complete
state internally. Others
have been stripped of all
their
seating.
There
appears to be no common thread in the disposal process.

Right: Meanwhile, inside Kilbirnie depot on 14 August, 381 had
been positioned ready to be taken away. The mesh plate that
covered part of the rooftop equipment hangs over the
windscreen. The glass panels ahead of the front door appear
broken. Photo: Peter Coventry.
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Photos: Alan Wickens.

The scenes on this page were
taken at Kilbirnie depot during
an authorised visit on 10
August 2020. Numbers were
dwindling. Some trolleybuses
were having all their roof
equipment and poles removed.
Their days were numbered...
the clock was ticking... the end
was nigh.
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Left: Eleven days later on 21
August and taken from the
same viewpoint, just thirteen
trolleybuses remained; 333,
337, 345, 350, 353, 363, 365,
369, 371, 376, 381, 385, and
386. 347, 354, 364, and 366
continued to remain under cover
at Karori depot until 25 August.

Right: 369 awaiting its turn to depart Kilbirnie depot
though close examination of the photograph reveals it
will need a rear wheel to make its journey.
Below: 345 surrounded by a clutter of bus seats.

Right: 381 with its front left hand corner propped up by blocks of
wood. A week earlier when it was photographed it had a flat tyre so
the blocks are probably there to take the strain off the wheel.

Left: The very last sequential pairing of two Designline trolleybuses;
385 with 386 behind. The photographs on this page were taken on an
authorised visit to the depot on 21 August 2020.
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Left: By 24 August numbers at Kilbirnie had dwindled to
just ten trolleybuses. 371 seems to be desperately trying
to find some energised overhead to escape the confines,
its poles pointing skyward, but alas there is no escaping
the inevitable tow that will be coming very shortly to
take it to pastures new. Photo: Peter Coventry.

The four trolleybuses stored at Karori
depot were removed on 25 August.

Right: This is likely to be the very last
time you will see a trolleybus “lit up”
inside Kilbirnie depot. 347 was one
of the “Karori four”. The quartet
were towed to Kilbirnie depot on 25
August and then removed later that
night. Photo: Anaru Mitchell.

Left: 26 August, and
then there were eight.
Nearest the camera is
345. The following day,
345 and 376 were
moved outside the
depot to the “Transit
Lounge” in readiness
for towing. The last
remaining buses were
337, 345, 350, 365,
369, 371, 376 and 381.
Poles and rooftop
equipment had been
removed
from
all
buses, except 369.

Right: 371 was photographed on 24 August by Peter Coventry (see above).
Note the difference two days makes. On 26 August, as well as having been
moved, everything above the roofline had been taken off.

Left: Removed battery
covers share depot space
with 369 on 26 August.
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Left: Ironically, 369 remained the only trolleybus of the last eight to retain its
rooftop battery covers. However, inside the bus had become a storage receptacle
for the very same objects!

Right: With ropes and poles removed, 369 and 371 await their next move. Various metal components fill a scrap metal skip. I don’t think
the dish drainer came from a trolleybus!
Left and below: 337 has featured a number of times in these pages but
although this may be the last showing it inside Kilbirnie depot I was told during
my visit on 26 August that the bus will soon to be towed to Tauranga where its
new owner plans to fit it with a diesel engine. I was surprised that this
example had been chosen over other more complete buses. The wheels off
the rear axle are missing. Will it be seen
again in UTW in a new life?

Right: 376 awaits the call as it stands over
tram rails and one of the numerous
inspection pits in the depot.

Left: 365 and 381 stand side by side with a glimpse of 337 in the
background. By the time you look at these pictures and read the words
trolleybuses and their relationship to Kilbirnie depot will be all but
history – just the overhead remains. This will be taken down in the
coming months.

I would like to record my appreciation to Kilbirnie depot staff who
over many years have kindly permitted me the opportunity to make
a photographic record of the trolleybuses both when in service and
following their withdrawal. Their help has enabled this rather
comprehensive coverage to be made. A sincere “thank you”.
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375 was “entombed” inside Kilbirnie depot for almost five years.
It was photographed on 10 August 2020. It has now gone.
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TAILPIECE

359 entering the very familiar western portal of the Hataitai tunnel which burrows under Mt. Victoria. Originally
opened for the passage of trams, the tunnel now echoes mainly to the sound of diesel engines. In the days of
trolleybus operation, the tunnel had three wires through its length and 359 has just joined this unusual arrangement
as it makes its way towards the eastern suburbs on this route 2 working to Miramar.

